Abstract. The structure of all infinite incongruent disjoint covering systems (IIDCS) whose moduli are divisible by no prime > 3 is given. It is then shown that this structure characterizes the subset of IIDCS for which the greatest common factor of all the moduli is 1, and the set of primes dividing the moduli is finite.
Clearly d(b (mod a)) = I/a , which suggests that the reciprocals of the moduli of a DCS must satisfy certain conditions. For a multi-set of positive integers A , we denote r(A) = J2a€A 1/a . Superadditivity of the density implies that if A is the multi-set of moduli of a DCS then r(A) < 1 ; we say that the DCS is saturated if r(A) = 1 . Otherwise it is unsaturated. Examples of both saturated and unsaturated IIDCS's were given in Stein [6] . We restrict attention here to saturated DCS's, because unsaturated ones are, in a sense, too easy to obtain. Finite additivity of the density guarantees that every finite DCS is saturated.
The following is an example of a saturated IIDCS: r 4/-1 _ i ~l S = i-=-(mod 22'"1): 1 < i < 00 \
(1) l J r 4'-> -1 1 U I 3 + 10---(mod 22'): 1 < i < oc L Stein [6] asked whether the moduli of every IIDCS are necessarily all powers of 2, as in (1). Krukenberg [4] answered this in the negative. See also Dewar [3] . Beebee [1] produced two IIDCS, each with moduli of the form 2Q3^ , and commented that these systems can be varied to form infinitely many IIDCS, each with moduli of the form 2a3^ . He also asked the following (here slightly paraphrased) questions.
1. Is there a saturated IIDCS with smallest modulus larger than 4? 2. Is there a saturated IIDCS for which 1 is the greatest common divisor of the moduli? 3. Is there a (saturated) IIDCS with set of moduli {2'y, 3^5* , 2'5* , 2'3>5*: 1 < 1, j, k < 00}?
Berger, Felzenbaum, Fraenkel, and Holzman [2] answered question 3 in the negative. As pointed out there, the same answer had also been given independently by Selfridge and by Simpson in unpublished manuscripts.
In this note we say something about the first two questions and the following additional question:
4. Is there a saturated IIDCS in which the set of distinct prime divisors of the moduli is infinite? In Theorem 1 we show that the only saturated IIDCS with moduli divisible by no prime greater than 3 are IIDCS with moduli as in (1), which we call type I, and those called types II and III below, a special case of which are the two systems which appear explicitly in Beebee [1] . Using the methods of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of Simpson and Zeilberger [5] , it can be shown that if the answer to question 4 is "yes", then there exists an IIDCS in which every prime divides some modulus. These results apply to finite covering systems, but the methods used can be adapted easily to saturated IIDCS as well. On the other hand we show in Theorem 2 that if the answers to Beebee's question 2 and our question 4 are both "no", then the only saturated IIDCS are those of types I, II, and III. This would imply that the answer to Beebee's question 1 is also "no". See Corollary 1 below.
We now describe the three types of IIDCS with moduli of the form 2a3^ . Type I has moduli {2a: 1 < a < 00} . For a possible assignment of residues see (1) above.
Type II with parameter y e Z° has moduli {2a:l <a<y}U{2a:y + 2<a<oo}U{2)'+a3^:l <a, p < 00}.
If y = 0, then the set in the first pair of curly brackets is empty. Type III with parameter y e Z° has moduli {2a: 1 < a < y} U {23'+Q3^: 0 < a < 00, 1 < ,3 < 00}.
The two systems given explicitly by Beebee are the special case y = 0 in both types II and III. However, for every y e Z° , the sets of moduli can be assigned appropriate residues to make them IIDCS. The technique for such assignments is implied in [1] . Type II with y = 0 gives a system with smallest modulus 4; in all other cases the smallest modulus is less than 4. Further, the set of moduli of every IIDCS in the three types has a common factor greater than 1, namely 3 for type III with y = 0 and 2 in all other cases. Finally, it is easily verified that all IIDCS of the three types are saturated. Prior to stating our first theorem, we note the following fact which follows easily from the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Proof. If an IIDCS is not of type I, then at least one power of 2 does not occur in its set of moduli. Let 2y+x he the smallest power of 2 which is missing. The congruence classes with moduli 2, 22, ... , 2y will cover all but one residue class modulo 2y. By Proposition 1 we may suppose that this is 0 (mod 2y). It is not hard to see that if y > 1, then the residue class 2y~x (mod 2y) must belong to the IIDCS. The residue class 0 (mod 2y) must be covered with classes of the form b (mod 2a3^) with b = 0 (mod 2y). We must have a > y, since if y > 1, then 2y~x (mod 2y) and b (mod 2Q3^) would otherwise intersect by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, contradicting the disjointness of the system.
The moduli which are available to cover 0 (mod 2y) may thus be partitioned into three disjoint sets: A = {2y+a:2<a<oo}, B = {2y3p:l < ,8 < 00}, C = {2y+a3>3:l < a, f3 < 00}.
Since any arithmetic progression belonging to the IIDCS with modulus in Al)Bl)C has a residue = 0 (mod 2y), it follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem that moduli from both sets A and B cannot be in the same IIDCS. Thus moduli from A but not B can be used, or vice versa. Now 2~x + 2~2 + -1-2~y = 1 -2~y. It is easily checked that the sum of the reciprocals of all the elements of each A, B, and C is 2~y~x. Since our IIDCS is saturated, it follows that it must use all the elements of the sets A and C, which gives a type II IIDCS with parameter y, or all the elements of the sets B and C, which gives a type III IIDCS with parameter y . Q.E.D.
A result equivalent to Theorem 1 is Theorem 7.2 of [4] . Because of its relative inaccessibility, we gave a proof here.
To prove the next theorem we need the following auxiliary result. , m-1} . Let / be any integer. Since S is a DCS, there is exactly one value j el for which k + lm = bj (mod aj).
So actually j e Jk , and / = (bj -k)/m (mod Oj/m). Thus / belongs to Tk ; and it cannot belong to more than one member of Tk since S is a DCS. Hence Tk is a DCS. The construction implies that if S is incongruent then so is Tk .
Since Tk is a DCS, we have by superadditivity z^/e/* mlaj -I > so LZk=d HjeJk mlaj < rn ■ If 5 is saturated, the last inequality is an equality; hence, Y^j^jkmlai ~ I for all k e {0, ... , m -1}, so Tk is saturated. Q.E.D. Proof. Let S = {bj (mod a,-): 1 < i < oo} be a saturated IIDCS. If the answer to question 2 is "no", then there is a prime p, which divides every modulus. If the answer to question 4 is "no", then there is a largest prime, say p,, which divides some modulus of S. We will construct a saturated IIDCS in which pt divides every modulus. If pj = pt we are done. Otherwise 5" contains some arithmetic sequence of the form b (mod np?) where p, \ n, pt \ n, and a e Z+. Let k e {0, 1, ... , p,• -1} be such that b = k (mod/?,). We invoke Lemma 1 with k and m = Pi, obtaining an incongruent saturated DCS which contains the arithmetic sequence (b -k)/pj (mod (n/pi)p?). As remarked earlier, such a DCS must be infinite. We therefore have a saturated IIDCS containing the modulus (n/pi)p?.
This procedure can now be repeated until we get a saturated IIDCS with pt as a common factor of the moduli. (It may be necessary to repeat the construction until the arithmetic progression becomes V (mod p?) for some b', i.e., the only prime divisor of the modulus is pt, in which case pt must clearly divide every modulus, or pt may appear as a common factor earlier.)
Thus we have a saturated IIDCS with common factor pt. Suppose that the other primes dividing the moduli are px, ... , p,-X, each of which is less than Pi. The moduli therefore come from the set \ptY[p?:0<ai<w\.
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The sum of the reciprocals of these numbers is
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This sum is 1 for t -1, pi = 2 and for t = 2, px = 2, p2 = 3. In all other cases it is less than 1. This is easily shown using induction on t. Since our IIDCS was assumed to be saturated, we must necessarily have p, < 3 . By Theorem 1 the IIDCS is then of type I, II, or III. Q.E.D.
Note that incongruency is not really necessary for this proof except at the very end, in invoking Theorem 1.
